Dribbling for Possession
key word “Turn”

Organization
Area 30 x20 3v3
Each Team has 2 goals to attack and 2 goals to
defend
Players score 1 point for a pass through the goal
and 3 points for a dribble

Coaching Points
•Coach the organization of the
game

1 ball each
Each player is 15 yards away from a central cone
Players dribble up to the cone and turn away
1. Inside cut
2. Outside cut
3. Pullback
4. Step over/Cryuff turn (U11/12)

•Small touches approaching
•Look before turning
•Turn completely
•Body Shape- Arms out knees bent
•Ball out of feet behind player
•Accelerate behind

4 cones 30 yards apart (adjust based on ability)
In pairs 1 ball between 2
Players dribble the ball to a cone turn and then
pass to their team mate opposite
After passing players can move to any space and
dribble at any come

•Movement off the ball
•Receive with an open body shape
•Awareness of team mate

Area 30 x20 3v3
Players have 2 goals to attack and 2 goals to
defend
Players score 1 point for a pass through the goal
and 3 points for a dribble

•Awareness of pressure
•Deception
•Change of speed

Dribbling for Possession
key word “Turn”

Organization
Small sided game
3v3 with goalkeepers
Area30x20 yards with two 5 yard goals
All restarts from a pass in

Coaching Points
•Team Shape
•Early Communication- if players
don’t hear turn they pass or dribble
in the direction they are facing
•Recognition of Turn/ Shield

Award the players 1 point if they can turn
and change direction

Functional Game
Playing into a forward
Coach Starts the practice by passing into
the forwards
Progress to having the forwards check
(move towards the ball to receive

•Awareness of pressure – Can the
forward turn and shoot?
•Can they shield and encourage
support?

Functional Game
Player starts the practice by passing into
a central player
1. Defender
2. Midfielder
3. Forward

•Open body shape
•Recognition of pressure
•Does the player need to turn and
switch the field of play or turn and
play on the original side
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